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Design Jam
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Design Jam Care4Balance
On June 13 and 14 2014 Care4Balanced organized a Design Jam in Amsterdam together with
designjams.org and Amsterdam Creative Industries Centre of Expertise.
Goal of the Design Jam was to bring together designers, researchers and students to develop new
services within the Care4Balance concept.
The Design Jam was announced through e-mail, social media (Twitter, LinkedIn, Everest), websites (e.g.
hva.nl) and in newsletters of various communities of designers and researchers (e.g. Amsterdam
Creative Industries, Immovator, Izovator, Click-NL, ZonMw).
The Design Jam attracted 25 participants: mostly freelances, designers and UX experts from companies
in the creative industries (e.g. info.nl) and e-health business (e.g. focus cura) and teachers and students
of the Amsterdam University of Applied sciences (communication and healthcare design and care).
Participants came from the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany and Romania.

Design Challenge
Participants were given the following Design Challenge:
How may I help you?
Design for reciprocity.
Your challenge is to design a product or service that helps people find and share skills, knowledge and
time.
The population of the Netherlands is aging rapidly, making the need for health care grow. As the
professional health care system struggles to keep up with this demand, (unpaid) caregivers, such as
family and friends, will increasingly be called upon to help. All too often care is seen as something one
group of people needs and another has to offer. But people who depend on care in one area can be
perfectly capable of offering help in another area. Think of someone who can no longer do the
housekeeping on his/her own, but can read stories at a school or help a neighbor with computer
problems. What people need is a way to balance the demand placed on caregivers and let people
contribute their knowledge, time and skills where they can.
Now it’s up to your team to create a product, service and/or experience that helps tackle this problem.

Approach
The participants met on Friday night. They were introduced to the challenge and formed teams based
on their skills and the lessons they would like to take home from the challenge.
On Saturday the teams had eight hours to complete the challenge. In the morning session the focus was
on exploration of the problem and generation of ideas. During this phase, health care students and
members of the Care4Balance consortium provides the teams with input on the way health care is
organized and the issues that elderly and their caregivers face. During lunch the teams presented the
persona they had created as well as their first sketches of potential approaches.
In the afternoon, the teams focused on designing services using wireframes and scenario’s. The teams
were free in their approach. To ensure the progress of the teams they were coached by two experienced
mentors.

Concepts
The design jam resulted in four concepts:
1. Keeping elderly actively involved in the community longer. Inspiration from small villages in
which the elderly are/were seen as people with experience that teach the younger generation
how to do things. A smart pin board is placed in the local supermarket. Elderly can write the skill
they have to offer on cards the put on the board. These cards are digitized by a camera that
detects new cards and represented in an app that allows young people to search the skills they
need and to get in contact with the elderly. The app allows people to add ratings for services
provided. The ratings will also show up on the smart board with the original card.

2. Buurmeester: a municipality worker who connects people with matching skills and needs.
People are informed through door-to-door flyers about the buurmeester service and can
contact the buurmeester when they are interested. The buurmeester has an interview with
someone to find out which skills this person would like to offer and what he or she needs. The
buurmeester creates a profile on an online platform on which people in need of particular skills
can search for elderly that can provide these skills and contact them through a text (SMS)
message. They meet in a public place to get to know each other.

3. Games. This concept is also about bringing younger and older generations together. In this case
schoolchildren and elderly (in elderly homes). Children are linked to elderly through their
schools. Based on personal preferences the elderly receive a box with (online) games
(preferences are put in on a website). These may be (digital versions of) well-known board
games, but also Wii or Kinect based games that help people to exercise. The elderly play the
games together with the children. This provides a save environment for the kids to play in and
teaches the kids about aging. For the elderly this provides more personal connections and gives
them a way to contribute to the community.

4. Link generations through sports. When doing sports alone like jogging or biking it is sometimes
hard to motivate one self. The goal of getting a better condition and keeping a good health is
not always enough. On the other hand, elderly people may need a hand with some tasks and
would like to be more connected to the community. This concept provides mutual benefit and
allows people to enlarge their network. An app is provided that lets people plan a jogging or
biking route on which they will visit one or more elderly, e.g. to deliver some groceries on the
way, to do some tasks around the house like watering plants or just to socialize. As other
people are involved now, there is an external motivator to exercise. Through the system, the
elderly get a thank you card that includes the text “thank you for helping, give a call if you need
something.”

Discussion
There are a number of striking points in the resulting concepts:
•
•
•
•

All four designs put emphasis on community building, this is an aspect that is currently not part
of the Care4Balance solution (which starts with an existing social network).
All teams discarded the notion of caregivers and care receivers, instead they talk of elderly and
younger people.
Almost all concepts provide digital services for the younger generation and non-digital solutions
for the elderly.
Concepts 1 and 2 put emphasis on the life-long experience that elderly have to offer to younger
generations. Concepts 3 and 4 include a fun factor: doing games together, sports.

